ACRONYM IX  Round 3 Bonuses
1. For 10 points each, identify these things related to Super Bowl XLVII [47], played in the
longforgotten year of 2013:
[10] Name 
both
of the teams who participated in the game. In a Super Bowl first, the teams'
head coaches were brothers.
ANSWER: 
San Francisco
49ers

and 
Baltimore
Ravens

[accept the city or the team name for
each part, but prompt on answers that only indicate one team; prompt on answers that include
"Niners"]
[10] In the third quarter of the game, play was suspended for over a half hour due to one of
these unexpected occurrences.
ANSWER: 
power outage
[or clear equivalents]
[10] This longtime Raven, who retired after the game, openly alleged that the power outage
was intentional.
ANSWER: Ray 
Lewis
2. 20 years after his death, a TV show hosted by this man aired on Twitch for nine straight days,
attracting millions of viewers. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this host of 
The Joy of Painting.
ANSWER: Bob 
Ross
[10] In the US, Ross's show originally aired on this network, whose other programs include N
ova
and 
Antiques Roadshow
.
ANSWER: 
PBS
[or 
Public Broadcasting Service
]
[10] Ross's 70th birthday was commemorated by one of these images, which are specially
made to appear on the front page of a popular website.
ANSWER: 
Google Doodle
[prompt on partial answers]
3. For 10 points each identify these characters played by Daniel Radcliffe who are not named
Harry Potter:
[10] In 2015, Radcliffe played this assistant of James McAvoy's title character in 
Victor
Frankenstein
.
ANSWER: 
Igor
[10] Radcliffe's first acting role was as a young version of this character from a namesake
Charles Dickens novel. That character is not to be confused with a reallife magician.
ANSWER: David 
Copperfield
[10] Radcliffe also played this 20th century American poet in the 2013 film K
ill Your Darlings.
ANSWER: Allen 
Ginsberg
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4. This group's 2015 album 
Caracal
featured several highprofile guest artists. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this electronic duo, who collaborated with Sam Smith on that album's song "Omen,"
as well as on their earlier hit "Latch."
ANSWER: 
Disclosure
[10] "Nocturnal," another song from the album, features this R&B singer whose own 2015 hits
include “The Hills” and "Can't Feel My Face."
ANSWER: The 
Weeknd
[or Abel T
esfaye
]
[10] The album's fourth single "Magnets" features this New Zealand singer who, in a solo hit,
noted that she's "never seen a diamond in the flesh."
ANSWER: 
Lorde
[or Ella 
YelichO'Connor
]
5. The central character of this series betrays his alcoholic colleague Peter Russo by killing him
and making it look like a suicide. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Netflix series about a congressman manipulating his way to the Presidency.
ANSWER: 
House of Cards
[10] 
House of Cards
stars Kevin Spacey as this South Carolina Democrat. His schemes are
often aided by his wife Claire.
ANSWER: 
Frank
Underwood

[accept either]
[10] Underwood begins the series as the holder of this position in the U.S. House. The actual
holder of this position is currently Steve Scalise [scuhLEESE].
ANSWER: House 
majority whip
[prompt on partial answers]
6. It has been argued that the "golden age of board games" is currently in progress. For 10
points each:
[10] The "golden age" is often cited as beginning with the release of this game, in which goods
like wood and sheep are produced and traded on the title island.
ANSWER: The Settlers of 
Catan
[10] Catan is an example of the thematically light games from this European nation. Other
games from this nation include Agricola [uhGREEcola] and Puerto Rico.
ANSWER: 
Germany
[10] By contrast, “Americanstyle” games are heavier on theme and pieces, like in this Avalon
Hill game where players cooperatively build a haunted mansion before one becomes a traitor.
ANSWER: 
Betrayal at House of the Hill
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7. For 10 points each, identify these things related to the totally great activity of not doing drugs:
[10] Since 1983, this group has hired police officers to speak and hand out tshirts in an effort to
curb drug and gangrelated activities. Recent studies have questioned this group's
effectiveness.
ANSWER: 
D.A.R.E.
[or 
Drug Abuse Resistance Education
]
[10] From 1989 to 2000, all imported arcade video games were required to include a splash
screen that stated that these people "don't use drugs."
ANSWER: 
winners
[accept 
Winners Don't Use Drugs
]
[10] This movement, which began as a hardcore punk subculture, is still used to signify
refraining from drugs and alcohol. It is often symbolized by large X's on a person's hands.
ANSWER: 
straight edge
[or s
Xe
]
8. 2015 was a pretty incredible year for Serena Williams. For 10 points each:
[10] She won the first three grand slam tournaments of the year, before losing in the semifinals
of this fourth major played in part at Arthur Ashe Stadium.
ANSWER: 
U.S. Open
[or 
United States Open
Tennis Championships]
[10] In the finals of the Australian Open, Williams defeated this thensecondranked player, a
5time grand slam winner from Russia.
ANSWER: Maria 
Sharapova
[10] As if being ridiculously good at tennis wasn't enough, she also ran down and stopped a
wouldbe thief who left a restaurant with one of these things that belonged to her.
ANSWER: her cell 
phone
9. Are fat suits funny? Hollywood seems to think so. For 10 points each:
[10] Mike Myers donned a fat suit to play the appropriately named Fat Bastard who, like Dr. Evil,
was a foe of this secret agent. Both of those characters were also played by Myers.
ANSWER: Austin 
Powers
[10] The female Edna Turnblad is traditionally played by a male actor in a fat suit in this musical.
NBC announced it will do a live version of this musical in 2016.
ANSWER: 
Hairspray
[10] This actor has used fat suits multiple times, in both the colossal failure N
orbit
and as
members of the Klump family in a 
Nutty Professor
sequel.
ANSWER: Eddie 
Murphy
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10. Unable to deal with her situation, this character flees to Agloe, New York. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this teenage girl, who is later pursued by Q in a 2008 novel.
ANSWER: 
Margo
Roth 
Spiegelman
[accept either underlined part]
[10] Agloe, where Margo flees, is revealed to be one of the title fictional municipalities in this
novel by John Green.
ANSWER: 
Paper Towns
[10] In 
Paper Towns
, Q's friend Radar is embarrassed that his parents claim to have the world's
largest collection of this unusual collectible.
ANSWER: 
Black Santa
Clauses [prompt on partial answers]
11. Vermin Supreme, a politician who wears a boot on his head, did this to fellow candidate
Randall Terry during a debate. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this action, in which a large amount of colorful but hardtocleanup particles are
thrown at someone unexpectedly. Despite what its name suggests, explosions aren't involved.
ANSWER: 
glitter bomb
ing [prompt on ‘glitter’]
[10] On her way to a court appearance in 2013, this former child star was glitter bombed. Later
that year she entered rehab and starred in S
cary Movie 5
.
ANSWER: Lindsay 
Lohan
[10] This former Pennsylvania senator has been publicly glitterbombed at least four times by
opponents of his views on gay marriage.
ANSWER: Rick 
Santorum
12. In 2014, music critic Grady Smith released a video alleging that all popular country music
was basically the same. For 10 points each:
[10] He cited a dozen hit singles from the previous year that all discussed their singers' trucks,
including multiple specific mentions of this Chevrolet model that has an “HD” edition.
ANSWER: Chevrolet 
Silverado
[10] One such song, which mentions a "candy painted" Silverado, was "Get Your Shine On," a
hit for this brocountry duo behind "This Is How We Roll" and "Cruise."
ANSWER: 
Florida Georgia Line
[10] Smith cited a similarly common tendency to mention women wearing this article of clothing,
often so tightly that they appear to be painted on.
ANSWER: blue 
jeans
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13. The premiere of this series saw Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson emerge victorious on the back
of performances of "Shake It Off" and "Stayin' Alive." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this LL Cool Jhosted competition show that airs on Spike.
ANSWER: 
Lip Sync Battle
[10] 
Lip Sync Battle
also features this model as a "color commentator." She is the subject of the
John Legend hit "All of Me."
ANSWER: Chrissy 
Teigen
[10] The second episode of 
Lip Sync Battle
saw John Legend defeated by this rapper and actor,
who also collaborated with Legend in 2014 on an awardwinning song.
ANSWER: 
Common
[accept Lonnie L
ynn
Jr.]
14. This man's longtime producer, Jon Landau, noted that the names of his films almost always
begin with an "A" or "T." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this director of 
Aliens,
Avatar
and 
True Lies.
ANSWER: James 
Cameron
[10] James Cameron directed and created characters for the first two films in this action series,
whose fifth installment was released in 2015.
ANSWER: The 
Terminator
[accept 
Terminator Genisys
]
[10] Inspired by another of his films, Cameron directed the documentary G
hosts of the Abyss
,
which depicts an exploration of this site southeast of Newfoundland.
ANSWER: the 
wreck
of the R.M.S. 
Titanic
[prompt on partial answers]
15. The world's most popular PC game held its World Championships in October 2015. For 10
points each:
[10] Name that game, which features over 100 playable "champions" and is made by Riot
Games.
ANSWER: 
League of Legends
[prompt on 'League' or "LOL']
[10] For the third consecutive year, the tournament was won by a team from this Asian nation.
ANSWER: 
South Korea
[prompt on 'Korea']
[10] SK Telecom T1, who won the tournament in both 2013 and 2015, is anchored by this
19yearold midlaner, who is widely considered the best L
eague of Legends
player in history.
ANSWER: 
Faker
[or Lee 
Sanghyeok
]
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16. For 10 points each, identify the following about the NBA's most interesting 7footer, Robin
Lopez:
[10] Lopez doesn't live with his twin brother Brook, allegedly because their cats don't get along,
even though Brook plays with the Brooklyn Nets and Robin plays for this other, nearby team.
ANSWER: 
New York
Knicks

[accept either, or K
nickerbockers
]
[10] Lopez, like Nic Batum [bahTOOM] and Wesley Matthews, was one of four starting players
to leave this westcoast team during the 2015 offseason.
ANSWER: 
Portland
Trailblazers

[accept either, or B
lazers
]
[10] Robin also has a mysterious vendetta against these entities. Notably, he has attacked one
in Detroit multiple times and hit one in Toronto with a large sign.
ANSWER: team 
mascot
s
17. For 10 points each, name these types of Girl Scout cookies:
[10] By a good margin, the bestselling Girl Scout cookie is this descriptively named one that
comes in a green package.
ANSWER: 
Thin Mint
s
[10] The obviously best Girl Scout cookie is a chocolate and peanut butter variety, known as
Peanut Butter Patties in some regions and by this name in others.
ANSWER: 
Tagalongs
[10] This other cookie has a common ingredient with Tagalongs and also makes use of oatmeal
cookies. Different bakeries name this cookie differently; give either name.
ANSWER: 
DosiDos
or 
Peanut Butter Sandwich
18. An amateur video of someone performing this oftencovered song inspired the phrase
"anyways, here's" 
this song’s name
. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1995 acoustic rock hit, that begins by suggesting "today is gonna be the day that
they're gonna throw it back to you."
ANSWER: 
Wonderwall
[10] "Wonderwall" was recorded by this British rock band, which was led by the persistently
feuding Gallagher brothers until the band’s breakup in 2009.
ANSWER: 
Oasis
[10] "Wonderwall" first appeared on an album whose rhyming title begins with the parenthetical
"What's the Story?" and ends with the name of this flower.
ANSWER: 
morning glory
[accept 
(What's The Story) Morning Glory?
]
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19. For 10 points each, name these comic book series released by the publisher IDW:
[10] IDW publishes the current series based on this superhero team, which includes Leonardo
and Donatello.
ANSWER: 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
[or 
TMNT
; prompt on partial answer]
[10] The company also publishes a series based on this multimedia franchise, whose
characters include the boutique owner Rarity.
ANSWER: 
My Little Pony
: Friendship is Magic
[10] IDW's original comic books include this horrorinspired series by Joe Hill, in which the title
character forges demons from another dimension into certain small objects.
ANSWER: 
Locke & Key
20. This network cancelled one of its flagship shows, 
Sabado Gigante,after over 2,800
episodes. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this mostwatched Spanishlanguage TV network in the U.S.
ANSWER: 
Univision
[10] Univision's programming includes A
mores Verdaderos
and 
La Vecina,which are examples
of this type of serial drama popular in Latin America.
ANSWER: 
telenovela
s
[10] This other Spanishlanguage network, a subsidiary of NBC Universal, recently began airing
the telenovela 
Quien es Quien?,or “Who is Who?”
ANSWER: 
Telemundo

